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Abstract: Now-a-days different technology has widely developed. At that time we need highly secured and automatic system. 
Different techniques are used in collection and generation of bill like touch technology, AMR hosting, radio frequency network , 
handheld , fixed network  satellite. This techniques used to collect the reading are fully or partially manual. Now-a-day energy 
consumption and distribution has become a big subject for discussion because of huge difference in energy production and 
consumption. In this regard, consumers are facing so many problems due to the frequent power failures another important 
reason for power cut is due to the un-limited energy consumption of rich-people. In this aspect to minimize the power cut and to 
distribute the energy equally to all areas, some restriction should have over the power consumption of each and every energy 
consumer and according to that the Government should implement a policy by introducing autonomous energy meters 
everywhere in domestic sector one more of region is MSEB is used handheld electricity bill generation process is partially 
manual. So, due to manual data entry customer and MSEB suffers from some problems like wrong billing, fake billing, cross 
billing, etc. To automate this we are introducing automatic prepaid energy meter using Arduino and GSM Module. The project 
aims to minimize this manual works to avoid bill error as well as save time and money.                    
Index Terms: Arduino Kit, GSM Module, Energy Meter, Current Sensor, relay, LCD 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 The several advancements electric energy meter is direct billing interface between utilities and consumers for long time. To 
improving the accuracy in meter reading by replacing conventional electromechanical meters by new electronic meters. The serious 
problem of the Indian power sector facing collection for the actual electric supplied   owing to network losses and energy thefts. 
Overcome some problem of traditional billing system like inaccuracy, slow, costly and lack in flexibility as well as reliability. 
Current technique used to collect the reading is fully and partially manual method. So this process is more manpower and time 
consuming process. So collection of the billing is too late so consumers not pay bill time-to-time. The aim of project is determine by 
difference between actual power and easily sold power to make user comfortable to plan his beforehand use of power when system 
is on .The reduces the available balance when the starts counting the numbers of units simultaneously. We check the backup balance 
is available or not by completion of amount, when balance is available then Again units starts counting otherwise   automatically 
disconnected the line. Buzzer is on to detect the balance is low to recharge again. 
 

A. Working Principle 
The arduino and energy meter is interface with each other by using pulse LED (calibration LED or CAL LED). By using opto-
coupler IC we can connected CAL LED to arduino. The EEPROM memory reads the stored previous value of rupees when the 
power is given to the system.  
Then the EEPROM restore into the variable and check available balance and take action according to it. When our available balance 
is greater than 10 rupees to turn on the arduino and  get the supply office or home by using relay. If balance is less than 10 rupees 
then arduino send the message to user phone using GSM module. It sends to user “Our balance is critical and requesting recharge 
soon”. If balance is less than 5 rupees then arduino cut the electricity connection. When our balance is less than 5 rupees then it send 
the message to user “Light cut due to low balance please recharge your energy meter To send And receive message GSM module is 
used. By using AT commands we can check GSM module. 
Now system can recharge by simply sending the SMS through our mobile phone. By sending #45* we can recharge 45 rupees to our 
system. The ‘#’ and ‘*’ is used as the prefix and suffix to recharge amount. By updating balance of system extract recharge amount 
by receiving the message and system again start electricity of the house or office. 
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II. RESULT 
Meter has to provide the supply; the LCD gets the initialized initially. To “START THE SYSTEM” the test SMS is sending to the 
consumer by sending the message we can recharge meter. By sending the message to the registered MSEB number through the 
GSM module that is fixed connection between meter and user. The message will get to the user the energy meter is recharged by 
some amount. User set the recharge up to 3 digits like Rs. 999 in our meter. As per requirement user can recharge the meter then the 
message is send to user “Your energy meter has been recharged and display Total balance=??” How much balance is left out, we 
can check in LCD display. When balance is minimum value like Rs.5 user gets the message “Light cut due to low balance please 
recharge your energy meter soon”. When balance is not available then the message is send to the user “Cut power due to balance is 
not available”.   

III. CONCLUSION 
 Manual communication process is present situation to use to the all customers. so the connection between the customer and 
electricity board to reduces the handhold error like cross billing, wrong billing, fake billing we need to some automated system. The 
total amount of generated power approximately 9% to 18% amount of power is stolen in India. To avoid the power wastage of 
consumer side the use of electricity to control the implement of this system. The consumers and society has adverse effects due to 
revenue the loss of distribution unit and power theft. To implement of this system to increase the rate of paying of the bill by the 
consumer. The main advantage of this system is this system is quickly detected and to minimize the power pilferage. This system to 
reduce the costs of energy meter and to reduce the complexity of the circuit. Electric board will improve the overall efficiency in the 
operation.     
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